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a b s t r a c t

Thermodynamic and structural studies addressed the increased affinity due to L-chain somatic mutations
in the HyHEL-10 family of affinity matured IgG antibodies, using ITC, SPR with van’t Hoff analy-
sis, and X-ray crystallography. When compared to the parental antibody H26L26, the H26L10 and
H26L8 chimeras binding to lysozyme showed an increase in favorable �G◦ of −1.2 ± 0.1 kcal mol−1 and
−1.3 ± 0.1 kcal mol−1, respectively. Increase in affinity of the H26L10 chimera was due to a net increase
in favorable enthalpy change with little difference in change in entropy compared to H26L26. The H26L8
chimera exhibited the greatest increase in favorable enthalpy but also showed an increase in unfavorable
entropy change, with the result being that the affinities of both chimeras were essentially equivalent.
Site-directed L-chain mutants identified the shared somatic mutation S30G as the dominant contribu-
tor to increasing affinity to lysozyme. This mutation was not influenced by H-chain somatic mutations.
Residue 30L is at the periphery of the binding interface and S30G effects an increase in hydrophobicity
and decrease in H-bonding ability and size, but does not make any new energetically important antigen

contacts. A new 1.2-Å structure of the H10L10–HEL complex showed changes in the pattern of both inter-
and intra-molecular water bridging with no other significant structural alterations near the binding inter-
face compared to the H26L26–HEL complex. These results highlight the necessity for investigating both
the structure and the thermodynamics associated with introduced mutations, in order to better assess
and understand their impact on binding. Furthermore, it provides an important example of how back-
bone flexibility and water-bridging may favorably influence the thermodynamics of an antibody–antigen

interaction.

Somatic mutation of B-cell receptors, followed by clonal selec-
ion and expansion, is an essential vertebrate immune mechanism
or developing highly specific and potent antibody response.
omatic mutations occur throughout the H- and L-chains. Muta-
Please cite this article in press as: Acchione, M., et al., Light chain somatic m
in the HyHEL-10 family of antibodies. Mol. Immunol. (2009), doi:10.1016/j

ions in the binding loops making up the complementarity
etermining regions (CDR) and in the supporting framework
egions (FR) can have an important influence on binding affinity
nd specificity (Thielges et al., 2008; Torres and Casadevall, 2008;

Abbreviations: CDR, complementary determining region; HEL, hen egg white
ysozyme; SPR, surface plasmon resonance; ITC, isothermal titration calorimetry;
R, framework residues; RU, response unit; IgG, immunoglobin G; SASA, solvent
ccessible surface area.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 301 846 5203; fax: +1 301 846 6326.

E-mail address: SmithGiS@mail.nih.gov (S.J. Smith-Gill).
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Weitkamp et al., 2005). Identification and thermodynamic char-
acterization of somatic mutations which increase affinity and/or
change specificity often provide important details on strategies
that can be applied to other protein interactions (Chowdhury and
Pastan, 1999; Dougan et al., 1998; Du et al., 2007; Kumagai et al.,
2003; Lavoie et al., 1992; Sagawa et al., 2003; Thielges et al., 2008).
This has direct relevance, but is not limited to, the strong interest
in the therapeutic use of antibodies (Jain et al., 2007; Presta, 2006;
Yan et al., 2008).

Identifying energetically favorable somatic mutations from
sequence data or X-ray structures of complexes is a difficult chal-
lenge (Dixon et al., 2002; Welfle et al., 2003). The structure of
utations change thermodynamics of binding and water coordination
.molimm.2009.08.018

an antibody–antigen complex can identify non-bonded contacts,
hydrogen bonds, salt bridges and localization of hydrophobic and
hydrophilic residues that are potentially important to binding to
the antigen. The effects of mutations or their relative importance
can still be very difficult to predict or interpret from structures

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molimm.2009.08.018
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01615890
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/molimm
mailto:SmithGiS@mail.nih.gov
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molimm.2009.08.018
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Fig. 1. (A) Spatial relationship of somatic mutations in the structure of H26L26 in
complex with HEL (PDB ID: 1NDM). H-chain (green) and lysozyme (orange) are dis-
played as van der Waals surfaces. The L-chain backbone is modeled in ribbon form.
Somatic mutations are highlighted in stick form (black). (B) Sequence summary of
amino acid changes resulting from somatic mutation compared with H26L26 (For
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nterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
o the web version of the article).

lone. Thermodynamic characterization is essential for the unam-
iguous identification of those residues that provide favorable
nergetic contributions to antigen binding.

Three independently derived affinity matured IgG antibodies
HyHEL-26, HyHEL-10, and HyHEL-8) recognize similar coincident
pitopes on the antigen HEL. All use the same VL germline gene (Igk-
23) with identical V–J junctions. The only differences between the
-chain sequences are from somatic mutations (Fig. 1) (Lavoie et
l., 1999). HyHEL-26 is the least evolved (early secondary), low-
st affinity, and least cross reactive in this family. Both HyHEL-10
nd HyHEL-8 are late secondary hyper-immune IgGs and exhibit
igher affinity and greater cross reactivity with HEL mutants.
ogether, these three antibodies represent a useful model of an

n vivo engineering response for improving affinity for a protein
ntigen.

Many H-chain somatic mutations in these affinity-matured anti-
odies have been characterized (Newman et al., 1992; Shiroishi
t al., 2007; Smith-Gill et al., 1984, 1982), but much less is
nown about the L-chain somatic mutations. Here we identify
unctionally significant L-chain residues and detail their structural
mpact relative to two-step thermodynamic analysis using a new
.2 Å structure of the HyHEL10 Fab–HEL complex. The impact of
Please cite this article in press as: Acchione, M., et al., Light chain somatic m
in the HyHEL-10 family of antibodies. Mol. Immunol. (2009), doi:10.1016/j

eavy chain context is also explored. A single serine to glycine
ubstitution in CDR1 at the periphery of the binding interface sig-
ificantly increases affinity and alters the binding thermodynamics
ut does not result in large perturbations in the structure of the
omplex.
 PRESS
unology xxx (2009) xxx–xxx

1. Materials and methods

1.1. Protein expression, refolding and purification

Hen egg white lysozyme (Worthington Biochemicals, NJ, USA)
was further purified using gel filtration chromatography. The iso-
lation of IgGs and construction of the corresponding recombinant
Fab fragment expression system have been described elsewhere
(Lavoie et al., 1992; Newman et al., 1992). Fab L- and H-chains
were expressed separately in BL21(DE3) (EMD Biosciences, San
Diego, CA) cells as inclusion bodies at 37 ◦C. Expression, isola-
tion and purification of inclusion body protein followed previously
outlined procedures (Li et al., 2003). Refolded protein was concen-
trated 20-fold, buffer exchanged (10 mM Tris, 2 mM EDTA, pH 8.0)
using a TTF filter (Pall Corp, East Hills, NY), and loaded onto a DEAE
Sepharose Fast-flow column (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Uppsala,
Sweden). Sample was eluted with a linear gradient (0–400 mM NaCl
over 3 column volumes). Soluble Fab was the first protein to elute
and corresponding fractions were pooled, concentrated, and fur-
ther purified using a Superdex 75 HR gel filtration column (GE
Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Uppsala, Sweden). Purity of samples was
assessed using SDS-PAGE and elution profiles from gel filtration. For
all subsequent analysis, samples were extensively dialyzed against
HBS buffer (10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, pH 7.4). Fabs
of wild type H26L26, and chimeric H26L10 and H26L8 were suc-
cessfully refolded from bacterial inclusion bodies as judged by the
ability to selectively bind HEL using SPR. Contamination from mis-
folded soluble aggregates and chain homodimers was eliminated
using ion exchange and gel filtration chromatography. An unsta-
ble off-pathway intermediate from the refolding process formed a
soluble metastable aggregate that bound more strongly to the ion
exchange column than the properly folded Fab. This species bound
to the antigen lysozyme in SPR assays, albeit with much reduced
affinity (data not shown), precluding use of an HEL-affinity column
for purification purposes. This species was eliminated in the void
volume of the gel filtration column. Total yield from the refolding
process, measured as the amount of soluble, properly folded pro-
tein, ranged from 5 to 45% of the starting material. Stock protein
samples were stored at 4 ◦C in HBS buffer in the presence 0.02%
sodium azide until further use. Stability of samples under these
storage conditions was evaluated after six months and there was
no degradation, aggregation or change in kinetics as judged by gel
filtration chromatography and SPR (data not shown).

1.2. Site-directed mutagenesis

Sequence changes to the H26L26 L-chain corresponding to
the naturally occurring somatic mutations were introduced indi-
vidually using the Quikchange II Mutagenesis kit (GE Healthcare
Bio-Sciences, Uppsala, Sweden). All mutations were verified by
sequencing (DNA Sequencing Laboratory NCI-Frederick, MD, USA).

1.3. Isothermal titration calorimetry

All purified protein samples were prepared for ITC analysis by
co-dialyzing extensively against HBS. Measurements were made
using a VP-ITC Microcalorimeter (MicroCal LLC, MA, USA) at 15,
25 and 35 ◦C. Experiments consisted of injections of 8 �L aliquots
of 0.10–0.25 mM HEL into 10–25 �M Fab in the ITC cell. This was
preceded by a single initial 3 �L injection to minimize impact of
diffusion at the ligand/protein interface of the syringe tip during
utations change thermodynamics of binding and water coordination
.molimm.2009.08.018

thermal equilibration. Experiments were repeated using dialysis
buffer to replace the antibody in the cell. These ‘blank’ measure-
ments were subtracted from the ligand-into-Fab titration results.

The integrated interaction heat values were fitted to the one-
binding site model using Microcal Origin software, yielding the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molimm.2009.08.018
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◦(ITC) values for all these
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inding affinity KA, stoichiometry, standard enthalpy �H◦ and
ntropy �S◦. For evaluation of the change in heat capacity �C◦

p,
he change in �H was plotted against temperature and fit using a
inear least squares model.

.4. Surface plasmon resonance

Pre-equilibrium rate constants for binding were determined
sing a Biacore 2000 (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Uppsala, Swe-
en) instrument. Stock antibody samples were diluted in Biacore
BS buffer (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Uppsala, Sweden) and
assed over a CM5-dextran chip immobilized with different lev-
ls of amine-coupled HEL ranging from 60 response units (RUs) to
50 RUs. Previous work has shown that the interaction of these
ntibodies with HEL results in complex two-step binding kinetics
hat are best evaluated using a series of different injection times
Lipschultz et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 1996) (see Supplementary

aterial for further explanation of the model),

+ B
k1
�
k−1

AB1
k2
�
k−2

AB2 (1)

A and B represent the antibody and antigen respectively, AB1 is
omplex I and AB2 represents Complex II, which has undergone a
onformational rearrangement from Complex I to a more stable
orm. The SPR experimental protocol consisted of four analyte-
nject (association) times of 10 min, 25 min, 60 min and 120 min,
ollowed by a 2-h dissociation period with HBS buffer. Blank flow
ell corrected sensorgrams were then pooled for global fitting using
he two-step model (Eq. (1)). Van’t Hoff analysis of the binding
onstants at six different temperatures was used to determine
H◦(SPR). Error analysis of van’t Hoff data used standard errors

eported for the regression. Replicates data points at each tempera-
ure were included in the regression (see Supplementary Material).
he �G◦(SPR) and �S◦(SPR) were calculated using standard thermo-
ynamic relationships,

G◦ = −RT ln KA (2)

G◦ = �H◦ − T�S◦ (3)

.5. Crystallization, data collection, and structural determination
f the HyHEL-10 Fab–HEL complex

Crystals of HyHEL-10 Fab (7.2 mg/mL) in a 1:1 molar complex
ith HEL were grown in a hanging drop by vapor diffusion in

.2 M di-ammonium citrate, 20% PEG 3350, pH 7.0, at room tem-
erature over seven days. Diffraction data were collected on these
rystals at the Argonne National Laboratories Advanced Photon
ource, at SER-CAT, BM-22 (Argonne, IL, USA) and processed using
KL2000 (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). The structure was solved
y molecular replacement using Phaser (McCoy et al., 2007) using
he coordinates 1NDM as a starting model and refined with REF-

AC5 (Murshudov et al., 1997). A summary of data collection and
efinement parameters, as well as evaluation of the structure, is
resented in Table 2.

. Results and discussion
Please cite this article in press as: Acchione, M., et al., Light chain somatic m
in the HyHEL-10 family of antibodies. Mol. Immunol. (2009), doi:10.1016/j

.1. Net binding thermodynamics

As monitored by ITC, the binding of parental H26L262 and two
himeras (H26L10 and H26L8) to HEL exhibited sharp transitions

2 In previous work these antibodies were referenced using the prefix ‘HyHEL-’
ollowed by a unique identifying number (ie. HyHEL-26, HyHEL-10, and HyHEL8).
n this work we will refer to the refolded Fab using notation that corresponds to the
Fig. 2. ITC experiment with H26L10 binding to HEL. The binding isotherm (above)
was integrated to give the change in enthalpy plotted as a function the molar ratio
of HEL:Fab (below). The point of transition during titration confirms a 1:1 molar
binding ratio of Fab to HEL.

(precluding an accurate estimation from ITC of KA which is in the
mid to low nanomolar range) at 1:1 (antibody:antigen) molar ratios
during the titration. This stoichiometry confirmed the expected sin-
gle binding site and sample homogeneity (Fig. 2). Values for �G◦

were estimated from SPR binding data. Chain chimeras formed
much more stable complexes than parental H26L26 (Table 1). Both
chain chimeras gained essentially equivalent favorable �G◦, but
with differing underlying thermodynamics.

All three complexes exhibited large favorable changes in
�H◦(ITC) and �H◦(SPR) (obtained by linear van’t Hoff analysis of SPR
binding at different temperatures) (Fig. 3; Table 1). Both chimeras
derived a greater �H◦ than H26L26 as measured by both methods.
The �H◦(SPR) estimate for H26L8 was very similar to �H◦(ITC). How-
ever, SPR underestimated the values of �H◦(SPR) for both H26L10
and H26L26 when compared with ITC. The differences comparing
these two methods however are much smaller than what has often
been reported in other systems (Liu and Sturtevant, 1995).

Both H26L26 and H26L8 exhibited the same �Cp
◦(ITC) (Fig. 3;

Table 1), whereas H26L10 exhibited a decrease in �Cp
◦(ITC) that is

different from that of H26L8, but when the higher error associated
with the value is taken into account all three antibodies show very
utations change thermodynamics of binding and water coordination
.molimm.2009.08.018

Fab’s are very consistent with those observed for the corresponding
IgG, with one notable exception being that the change in �Cp

◦(ITC)

for H26L8 is significantly lower than that observed for HyHEL-8 IgG

respective H and L-chains in their structure. For example, HyHEL-26 will be referred
to here as H26L26 and HyHEL-8 as H8L8, while a chain chimera constructed using
the heavy chain from HyHEL-26 and light chain of HyHEL-8 will be referred to as
H26L8.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molimm.2009.08.018
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Table 1
Thermodynamic comparison of Fab samples binding to HEL using ITC and SPR van’t
Hoff analysis. All values are reported with the units kcal mol−1 except for �C◦

p, which
is in cal mol−1 K−1

.

H26L26 H26L10 H26L8

�H◦(ITC) −19.9 ± 0.1 −22.8 ± 0.1 −21.6 ± 0.1
�Cp

◦(ITC) −285 ± 3 −253 ± 6 −285 ± 22
�G◦(SPR) −11.5 ± 0.1 −12.7 ± 0.1 −12.8 ± 0.1
�H◦(SPR) −17.0 ± 1.3 −18.3 ± 1.9 −21.0 ± 1.0
−T�S◦(SPR) 5.5 ± 1.3 5.6 ± 1.9 8.2 ± 1.2
��H◦(SPR−ITC) 2.9 ± 1.3 4.6 ± 1.9 0.6 ± 1.0

Complex I
�G1

◦(SPR) −10.9 ± 0.1 −11.1 ± 0.1 −10.9 ± 0.1
��G1

◦(SPR) NA 0.2 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.1
�H1

◦(SPR) −6.5 ± 2.1 5.1 ± 3.8 3.3 ± 1.1
��H1

◦(SPR) NA 11.6 ± 4.3 9.8 ± 2.4
−T�S1

◦(SPR)) −4.4 ± 2.2 −16.2 ± 3.6 −14.2 ± 1.2
��(−T�S1

◦(SPR)) NA −11.8 ± 4.2 −9.8 ± 2.5

Complex II
�G2

◦(SPR) −0.6 ± 0.1 −1.6 ± 0.1 −1.9 ± 0.1
��G2

◦(SPR) NA −1.0 ± 0.1 −1.3 ± 0.1
�H2

◦(SPR) −18.3 ± 2.2 −25.3 ± 3.0 −27.4 ± 1.3
��H2

◦(SPR) NA −7.0 ± 3.7 −9.1 ± 2.6
−T�S2

◦(SPR)) 17.7 ± 2.3 23.7 ± 3.1 25.5 ± 1.4
��(−T�S2

◦(SPR)) NA 6.0 ± 3.9 7.8 ± 2.7

Fig. 3. (A) Determination of the change in �C◦
p for H26L26 using ITC. © H26L26, �

H26L10, � H26L8. B) van’t Hoff analysis of SPR binding data. © H26L26, � H26L10,
� H26L8. Binding affinity was derived from pre-equilibrium kinetics of association
and dissociation using a two-step conformational change binding model.
 PRESS
unology xxx (2009) xxx–xxx

(Mohan et al., 2009). This was interesting given that the IgG are 3
times larger than the Fab used here and one may have expected a
greater difference owing to changes in bulk solvent, bound water or
non covalent bonds in the constant regions of IgG. Furthermore, we
previously described the importance to binding of H-chain residues
and their relative hydrophobicity. The results here indicate that
differences in �C◦

p are solely the result of sequence differences in
the H-chain.

2.2. Two-step thermodynamics

This family of antibodies has previously demonstrated two dis-
cernable kinetic steps (see Eq. (1) in Section 1). ITC results presented
here show that the somatic mutations increased the change in net
favorable enthalpy of association, but could not provide details on
individual changes occurring in the two-step association. Two-step
analysis, over several temperatures, provides complete thermody-
namic description for Complex I and the final Complex II (Lipschultz
et al., 2000). For all three antibodies, up to 95% of the �G◦(SPR)

of binding occurs during Complex I (Table 1). With H26L26 the
changes in entropy and enthalpy are smaller in magnitude when
compared with H26L10 and H26L8, but since both components are
favorable, the net observed �G◦(SPR) to form the Complex I is equiv-
alent for all three antibodies, despite differences in overall affinity.
However, there are differences in the distribution of enthalpic and
entropic components driving this step. H26L26 Complex I is both
enthalpically and entropically driven. For the chimeras, Complex I
is entirely entropically driven. Thus, in improving the stability of
the complex, the S30G mutation has resulted in a shift to increase
the importance of energy derived from entropy during the first step.

H26L10 and H26L8 show increases in ��G2
◦(SPR) in going to the

time-dependant Complex II (Copeland et al., 2006; Futamura et al.,
2005; Gooljarsingh et al., 2006; Torres et al., 2007) (Table 1). Given
that there were no significant differences among the ��G1

◦(SPR)

of the three antibodies, transition to Complex II accounts for the
overall greater affinity of the chain chimeras. For each of the three
antibodies there is a large favorable change in enthalpy and a sig-
nificant but smaller change in unfavorable entropy for this step. The
magnitudes of �H2

◦(SPR) and −T�S2
◦(SPR) were larger than those of

the first step for each of the three antibodies despite the observa-
tion that �G2

◦(SPR) was much smaller than �G1
◦(SPR). The result is a

slower dissociation of the final complex. A strategy often observed
with high affinity antibodies (Chen et al., 1999), where there are
upper limits to increasing the rate of association of the antibody
with its antigen when strong ionic interactions are absent (Batista
and Neuberger, 1998).

2.3. Residues that increase affinity

Each somatic mutation was introduced individually into the
wild type H26L26 L-chain, then expressed and refolded with the H-
chain of H26L26. The kinetics for the association at 25 ◦C was used to
compare any changes to �G◦(SPR) (Fig. 4 black bars). Somatic muta-
tions D17N, K49T, and S74T showed a small unfavorable change to
�G◦(SPR), mutations S93N, S178N V75I, and S77T showed a small
favorable change in �G◦(SPR). None of these mutations accounted
for the large difference in binding affinity seen with the chain
chimeras. The S30G mutation resulted in a significant increase in
binding affinity that closely matched that which was observed with
the chain chimeras with a ��G◦(SPR) of −1.2 ± 0.1 kcal/mol. The
increase in affinity observed with the S30G mutation is a result of
utations change thermodynamics of binding and water coordination
.molimm.2009.08.018

this increased favorable net enthalpic change in the two chimeras
sharing this mutation. Serine is one of the three residues (tyrosine
and tryptophan being the other two) that is most often replaced
during somatic mutation from germline sequences. Serine muta-
tion most often results in a change to glycine as seen here (Clark

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molimm.2009.08.018
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Table 2
Crystallographic data and statistics on H10L10–HEL structure.

Space group P21(P1211)

Unit cell dimensions a = 39.84 Å, b = 77.39 Å,
c = 89.11 Å; ˛ = 90◦ ,
ˇ = 96.66◦ , � = 90◦

Resolution (Å) 1.2
Rmerge 0.039
Completeness (%) 94.3
R-factor 0.191
Free R-factor 0.205
Number of reflections (total/unique) 157,734
Amino acid residues 553 (L-210, H-214, HEL-129)a

Water molecules 683

Ramachandran plotb

Most favored regions (%) 90.0
Additional allowed regions (%) 9.8
Generously allowed regions (%) 0.0
Disallowed regions (%) 0.2

al., 2007). This mutation may provide a more favorable ensemble
of conformations in the free antibody to sample the antigen surface
(Bauer and Sticht, 2007; Schramm et al., 2008), accounting for the
differences in entropy–enthalpy distribution in forming Complex

Fig. 5. Comparison of newly solved H10L10–HEL complex (PDB ID: 3D9A) with pre-
ig. 4. Summary of the effects on binding affinity with introduction of individual
omatic mutations into the L-chains of H26L26 (black) and H8L26 (gray) antibodies.

t al., 2006), thus better understanding the impact on binding in a
tructural context can have important implications for investigat-
ng other antibodies that involve similar substitutions.

.4. Impact of H-chain origin on L-chain mutants

Similar experiments were conducted using the H-chain of H8L8
Fig. 4, gray bars) to determine whether concurrent somatic muta-
ions in the H-chain influenced the impact on binding of mutations
n the L-chain. The overall affinity of these H8L26 mutants was
igher than those of the comparable H26L26 mutants. This reflects
he favorable mutations associated with the H8 chain. However,
he pattern of changes in �G◦(SPR) introduced by the correspond-
ng L-chain mutations was very similar between the two groups of
ntibodies. This indicated that no interaction was occurring with
8 mutations. The ��G◦(SPR) for the S30G mutation in H8L26 vs.
26L26 was only 0.1 kcal/mol. In addition to S30G, K49T was now

lightly favorable to binding, as was S178N. However, S93N, V75I
nd S77T are now slightly unfavorable. Despite these small differ-
nces, the presence of a different H-chain had minimal impact on
hether the somatic mutation significantly increased or decreased

inding affinity. There was no significant ‘cross-talk’ between heavy
nd light chains as far as the light chain mutations are concerned.

.5. Structural comparisons

Structures for the chain chimeras are not yet available. Our
esults show that the L-chain somatic mutations do not interact
ith somatic mutations in the H-chain. We therefore felt confi-
ent in using our newly solved high-resolution structure (1.2-Å)
f the H10L10 complex to explore any structural differences in
nd around the region of the S30G mutation. The structure of the
10L10–HEL complex (Table 2) was compared to the available 1.8-
structure of the H26L26–HEL complex (Li et al., 2003). The C�

ackbone overlay of H10L10 and H26L26 shows that the two com-
lexes are very similar with an RMSD of 0.6 Å in the variable (Fv)
egion (Fig. 5A). The mutation of serine to glycine does not intro-
uce any new energetically significant contacts between L-chain
DR1 and HEL (Fig. 5B). However, two adjacent residues Asn31 and
sn32 do make contacts with epitope hotspots Lys96 and Tyr20 in

ysozyme. There are clear differences in size and hydrophobicity
Please cite this article in press as: Acchione, M., et al., Light chain somatic m
in the HyHEL-10 family of antibodies. Mol. Immunol. (2009), doi:10.1016/j

f the serine and glycine side chains that may have an influence
n this nearby interaction. In comparison to H26L26, the H10L10
ASA goes up from 30.9 to 66.7 at position 30 of the L-chain, how-
ver the adjacent residues Asn31 and Asn32 both decrease only
lightly by 2.1 and 2.4 respectively. Residue Ser30 is located in the
a L: light chain, H: heavy chain, HEL-lysozyme antigen.
b Procheck.

middle of the CDR1 loop at the periphery of the binding interface.
This pattern is consistent with the previous observation in the H-
chain that also identified important somatic mutations occurring
at the periphery of the binding interface (Li et al., 2005; Shiroishi et
utations change thermodynamics of binding and water coordination
.molimm.2009.08.018

viously solved H26L26 complex (PDB ID: 1NDM). (A) Ribbon representation of C�

backbone overlay of H10L10 (blue) and H26L26 (orange) complexed with HEL. (B)
Close up of superimposed structures (1NDM: pink and 3D9A: red) showing posi-
tion of the S30G mutation and neighboring Asn31–Asn32 residues relative to HEL
hotspots Tyr20 and Lys96 (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article).

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molimm.2009.08.018
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Fig. 6. Change in water pattern at position 30 of the L-chain. (A) H26L26–HEL com-
plex (PDB ID: 1NDM) with the antibody (pink), HEL (orange) and coordinated water
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. Attempts at obtaining crystals of the free H10L10 Fab antibody
ave so far been unsuccessful, but efforts are continuing.

.6. Glycine flexibility

Introduction of a glycine may also influence flexibility (Miyazaki
t al., 1997; Moiseev et al., 2005) of the CDR1 loop or adja-
ent residues before or during formation of the complex. The net
ntropic penalty when forming the complex with H26L8 chimera
s greater than for H26L26. With H26L10 the net entropic penalty
s similar to that of H26L26. However when we observe the dif-
erences during formation of Complex I, there is an increase in
avorable entropy for this first step with the chain chimeras bear-
ng the glycine mutation. This comes at the cost of enthalpy. So in
aining the ability to form a more stable Complex II, there is a shift
n thermodynamics favoring entropy in forming Complex I. This
ncrease in entropy could certainly be derived from the increase in
exibility that accompanies removing the serine side chain. There
re a number of reported examples of how increased flexibility
rom glycine substitutions can impact protein function. Flexibility
f glycine residues is important for substrate binding and release
or E. coli inorganic pyrophosphatase (Moiseev et al., 2005). In the
ck SH3-domain a proline to glycine substitution increased ligand-
inding affinity (Bauer and Sticht, 2007). In the case of enzyme
riosephosphate isomerase it was observed that glycine residues
ere not favorable in the hinge regions of the binding loop (Kempf

t al., 2007). The reason cited was a certain degree of rigidifica-
ion of the loop was necessary for productive movements during
atalysis. Introduction of glycine residues in that case would be
xpected to increase the flexibility of the hinge resulting in non-
roductive conformers. Antibodies are comparatively naïve protein
inders in the context of ever changing antigens to which they
ust recognize and bind. Even a small change in side chain, such

s substitution of alanine for glycine, can destabilize and increase
exibility rather than reduce it (Battiste et al., 2002). This makes
redictions of behavior with glycine mutations especially difficult.
lso, we have previously reported that affinity maturation of these
ntibodies reduces salt-links and hydrogen bonds, which reduced
igidity in the antibody–antigen interaction. A substitution from
erine to glycine is consistent with those observations. But the
uestion remains how, in the case of the chimeras, the increase

n entropy in forming Complex I gives way to a significant entropic
enalty in forming Complex II. Conformational flexibility during
inding can allow for a productive sampling of various backbone
nd side chain orientations. Despite this increased flexibility, the
nal complex may in fact exhibit much lower conformational flex-

bility at the interface because of close packing and improved van
er waal contacts. Further examples, such as the ones presented in
his work, are desirable to see if these correlations extend to other
ystems. An important point here to be made about flexibility of
lycine and entropy changes is that glycine would also be expected
o increase conformational entropy in the free state. Therefore even
f the final complex of H26L26 and the chain chimeras are sim-
lar in terms of conformational flexibility, a relative increase in
nfavorable entropy would be expected with the glycine substi-
ution if the free antibodies were starting from a point of higher
ntropy. At this point it is less clear as to why the two chain
himeras show a difference in net entropy–enthalpy change upon
inding despite having the same overall change in �G◦. However,
nthalpy–entropy compensation is a common feature observed
ith mutagenesis experiments.
Please cite this article in press as: Acchione, M., et al., Light chain somatic m
in the HyHEL-10 family of antibodies. Mol. Immunol. (2009), doi:10.1016/j

.7. Water mediated interactions

An analysis of bridging solvent contacts at the interface of both
omplexes showed a change in the pattern of water coordina-
(blue). (B) H10L10–HEL complex (PDB ID: 3D9A) with antibody (red), HEL (orange)
and coordinated water (blue) (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article).

tion. The H26L26 complex contains two waters at the interface.
One water molecule is forming a simple intermolecular bridge to
HEL residue Asp18, whereas the other one forms a ternary com-
plex bridging residues 30 and 92 of the L-chain, and also forms
a bridge between position 92 of the L-chain and Asp18 in HEL
(Fig. 6A). Somatic mutation to Gly30 results in the loss of the
serine OH–water hydrogen bond with the result being displace-
ment of one of those water molecules, while the other water has
different interacting partners (Fig. 6B). An intramolecular bridge
between Gly16 and Asp18 in HEL replaces the antibody intramolec-
ular bridge between Ser30 and Asp92. The intermolecular bridge
between Asn92 and Asp18 is maintained in this new ternary com-
plex.

Ideally, a comparison of the positions of water molecules
between free and complexed forms of the antibody would allow
determination of whether these are new waters or whether they
are pre-existing in the free antibody or antigen. We have not yet
solved structures for free forms of H26L26 or H10L10 Fab. The
structures for the family related H63H63 Fab (PDB ID: 1DQM and
1DQQ) are similar in resolution (1.8 and 2.1 Å respectively), with
two complexes in the asymmetric unit for 1DQQ. Only one of these
complexes shows water coordinated to Asn92 of the L-chain. Hav-
utations change thermodynamics of binding and water coordination
.molimm.2009.08.018

ing this water coordinated in only one of the structures suggests a
transient weak interaction with water at this residue when the anti-
body is free in solution. The recently solved ultra-high resolution
0.65 Å structure of triclinic HEL (PDB ID: 2VB1) shows that Asp18

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molimm.2009.08.018
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oordinates a stable water molecule (Wat2014, 3 hydrogen bonds,
ow B-factor) in the conformer that is adjacent the Gly16 residue.
his water is located on the surface so would not be expected to con-
ribute to fold stability in HEL when free in solution (Reichmann et
l., 2008). In S30G complex, one water molecule is apparently lost at
he interface and an important bridge between water and the anti-
en is maintained. This comes from the loss of hydrogen-bonding
bility and space occupied by the serine hydroxyl group.

Drawing direct thermodynamic correlations between water
ccumulation or displacement by a ligand and changes in bind-
ng affinity are problematic due to changes in local environment

hich can dramatically impact the strength of any bridging water
olecules (Barillari et al., 2007; Jia et al., 2008). However, the

hange in hydrogen bond pattern and the difference in water accu-
ulation at the interface in this region would be clearly expected

o change the enthalpy–entropy relationship and dynamics for
inding. A loss of structured water would be expected to increase
avorable entropy upon binding. Furthermore one would have a
oss in favorable enthalpy from water hydrogen bonding to pro-
ein atoms. Both suggest that loss of bridging water at the interface
ould have a negative impact on binding. A loss of bridging
ater can also increase flexibility of the chains that were once

ridged. Conformational entropy might be expected to increase
nder these circumstances. This would be consistent with the

ncreased favorable entropy during formation of Complex I with
he chain chimeras. However, bridged chains have a reduced capac-
ty to sample conformation space during binding. This can result
n less than optimal positions for protein atoms at the interface,
educing van der waal contacts and preventing optimal hydrogen
ond geometry in the final complex. One example highlighting the
otential impact of water in a similar system has been reported.
mutation in lysozyme resulted in the uptake of one water at

he interface with the antibody HyHEL-5, with a corresponding
000-fold reduction in affinity (Chacko et al., 1995). Clearly the

oss of water at the interface can improve binding, and in our sys-
em, the loss of water favors increasing enthalpy and not entropy
f association in the final complex. In addition, osmotic pressure
xperiments showed that changes in water molarity could either
ncrease or decrease binding enthalpy of anti-lysozyme antibod-
es, which correlated with whether the binding of the respective
ntibodies was associated with exclusion or maintenance of water
olecules bound to the antibody (Braden et al., 1995; Goldbaum

t al., 1996). It would be interesting to compare a similar series of
ntibodies from germline to late-secondary to see if the germline
equence favors entropy over enthalpy when forming the complex.

There is increasing interest in understanding water in model-
ng and calculating free energies of binding, with the aim of better
nderstanding the role of water in biological interactions (Arcangeli
t al., 2008; Fornabaio et al., 2004; Spyrakis et al., 2007). Empiri-
al thermodynamic and structural data, such as those presented
ere, can help in refining those models by better understanding
he changing enthalpy–entropy dynamic during tight binding.

. Conclusions

Somatic hypermutation during affinity maturation of the
yHEL-10 family of antibodies has produced a S30G L-chain muta-

ion that significantly increases affinity for the antigen and changes
ater coordination, without significant differences in the peptide

ackbone or side chain orientation in the complex. This muta-
Please cite this article in press as: Acchione, M., et al., Light chain somatic m
in the HyHEL-10 family of antibodies. Mol. Immunol. (2009), doi:10.1016/j

ion does not interact with somatic mutations in the H-chain. The
ncrease in net affinity reflects increased favorable enthalpy change
uring formation of the time-dependant final complex (Complex

I). Although both H26L10 and H26L8 show essentially the same
ncrease in affinity due to S30G, the 2-step pattern of changes
 PRESS
unology xxx (2009) xxx–xxx 7

in entropy and enthalpy of binding are different. A new high-
resolution structure of HyHEL-10 complex suggests that the glycine
residue may influence binding via changes in hydrophobicity or
influencing adjacent residues Asn31 and Asn32, as well as altering
hydrogen bonding patterns with water molecules at the interface of
the S30G mutation, with a net resulting loss of one water molecule.
These results support a strategy that uses mutations at the periph-
ery of the binding interface, favoring hydrophobic residues that do
not make direct contact with energetically important residues in
the target antigen. This model operates by increasing the favorable
enthalpy change occurring during formation of Complex II without
significant energetic differences in the Complex I, or without any
discernable structural change in the structure of the final complex.
The exception to this is a change in water pattern at the inter-
face around this mutation. It will be interesting to compare these
results with future studies on other antibody–antigen interactions,
to determine if there is any correlation with the effects of mutations
in regions that perturb pre-existing bound water.
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